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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of M&s Cafe from Thanet. Currently, there are 18 meals and
drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also contact

them through their website. What User likes about M&s Cafe:
my partner and I called for cake, tee and a bottle of water. even for a busy shopping time we could find a

comfortable table. the service was a little slow because he was busy, but was better than the other two coffees.
places in the same opposite we were going to. cakes were very tasty, service was polite, prices appropriate for

what we had. read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat in beautiful weather, And
into the accessible spaces also come visitors with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like

about M&s Cafe:
sadly every time i visit while the wife is browsing the store it seems under staffed but the other day was hard to

find a table that didn't have the last customers tray and left overs on it ,looked around for some one to
clear...clean it ,sadly no one around ,so cleared the table contents to another table ,then the chef came out

delivered a meal to a customer , went back with his hands empty , came back again ,yep we... read more. At
M&s Cafe in Thanet, you get a abundant brunch for breakfast and you can at will feast, Here you'll find sweet
pastries and cake, simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot drinks. Look forward to the enjoyment of

delicious vegetarian dishes, Lovers of the English cuisine are impressed by the extensive selection of
traditional menus and enjoy the taste of England.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Toas�
TOAST

Desser�
MUFFINS

Ho� drink�
TEA

Ho� Drink� - Coffe�
CORTADO

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

Drink�
BOTTLE OF WATER

DRINKS

Coffe�
DECAF

CAPPUCCINO

CAFÉ

Ingredient� Use�
BEANS

MUSHROOMS

BACON

TOMATOES

SAUSAGE

MINT

MILK
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